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Foreword
Ihave tried to make tits manual a user-friendly document.
That means doing something aboutthe design of the
doomient, as weit as using plain English and a friendly

approach. Iset out the main features of that design here.
I have also used some copyright material intrits manual I
set out my acknowledgements on page vi.
Some conventions

To make your task of following this manual easier, I have
set up a number of conventions.
Reference to parts of the manual
This manual is set outin three main parts:
. these preli^ary pages, with the table of contents and
this foreword

. the main body of the report, and introduction and six
sections

. the end matter, which indudes the'Assignment File, a
Review of the module, Suggested responses, Answersto
the Check your progr. ess exercises, and Recommended
reading.
in addition the six sections contairi Activities, Assignment

Tasks, and Check your progress exercises.
So that you know which partslanireferririg to in the text, I
. use 11 pt HeIveti. ca italics to refer to Aqtivities,
Assignment Tasks and Check your prd^ress exerdses
. use 11 pt HeIvetica to refer to Assignment File, Review
of the module, Suggested responses to the Activities,
Answers to the Check your progress exercises, and
Recommended reading.

Printing

To disdrigutsh between activities, exercises and assignments
~(see page 3 for details of what these are), Ihave adopted
these different formats.

. Activities, which appear meadj section e><cept the first,
have a double line above andbelow, like this:

Astirlty'
petalIs of the Activityl
[a message to you]

.

Checkyour progr. ess exerdses, which appear at the end
of each section, are marked like this:

Exercise

petalIs of the exerdsel

.

The assigrunenttasks have a border rightround them,
like tits:

Assignment Task

peta^ of taskl

,
,.

The assi^linenttask appears tiltsvo ways:
I It is referred to and developed as you worktlirouglithe
sections

2 It is repeated tilthe Assi^linentfile on page 117
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Introduction to the module
Welcome to the module Presenting Reports.
This module anus to help you learn how to produce an
investigative report, and to presentitin both written and

spoken forus. You windevelop this competence not by
reading this module but by producing a report using the
information in this module as a guide.
The module consists of six sections:

Section I: Whatis a report
Section2 Planning the report
Section3 Assembling and organtsing the information
Section 4 Composing and editing the draft
Section 5 Presenting the report in written form
Section 6 Presenting the report in spoken form

The module sets up four goals, known as learning outcomes,
that you must achieve by the time you havecompleted the
module. You show that you are competentin each of these
outcomes by doing two related assignments, which you will
submitfor assessment. We assess your work by means of
peri'ornmnce criteria, judgements that we make to test that
you can present a report in both writing and speaking.
Learning outcomes and performance crlteria
There are fourlearning outcomes forthis module.
A Research infonnation relevant to the issue

You willshow that you can do this'by
. identifying the issue
o deterwining the sources of intorination
. collecting and organising the information in a logical
way

B Analyse inforrnntion and reach solutions aboutthe issue
You willshow that you can do this by
o offering solutions that are based on the evidence
presented

. evaluating the solutions objectiveIy againstthe purpose
and data
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C Producea" musstigatioedoci4me"t
You willshow that you can do this by producing a
document that

. is logicaUyorganised
. isexpressedclearly
. is coherent

. followsaspecifiedstructure
. achieves a stated and given purpose
. reaches conclusions

. offersrecommendations/proposals/options that are
appropriate to the purpose and the document
. uses language that is appropriate to the task and the
audience

. is completed within thespecified time
. is presented in accordance with our requirements
D Give an oralpresentation
You willshow that you can do this by ensuring
. that the presentation is appropriate to the audience
. that you use appropriate support materials
. that you use your time effectiveIy
Doing the work of the module

This module is designed as a self-paced learning package,
that you can complete on your own. At the beginning of
each section, IwillteU you what you should be airntng to

learn. I willalso tellyou how long each section should take
you.

,
,.

Throughoutthe module I provide activities, exercises and
assignments. The Activities are small practices to help you
understand orleam some pointthat we have been studying.
You assess your own work, by referring to the Suggested
responses at the end of this Inariual. The Checkyoi4r progress
exercises test your knowledge or performance of some
aspect of presenting reports. You can check your work by
referring to the Answers at the end of this manual. You
need also to send these in to your tutor, who will comment
on them and return them to you. The Assignment Tasks are
the key items of this package. It is through them that you
show your tutor that you are competentin presenting
reports. Many of the Actiz, ities get you to do work that
contributes to your assignments.

Materials and equipment

You win need (obviously) writing materials.

You will need access to some reference books. A dictionary
is always useful, and we recoinmend the Macqi4arie. You
Inay also need a dictionary of usage to help you solve other
problems, and a book about plain English. We list a number
of books in the section entitled Reference and recommended
fading.
Some advice

It Inny be that you have not done much writing before.
Let me dispelsomecommon misconceptions you may have
about witers and writing.
. Writing iseasyforsomepeople.
Many less experienced writers think that professional
witers find the task easy. Tliis is rarely the case.
interviews with experienced writers often reveal that they
have constant battles with not wanting to get started, with
times when they cannot write anything, with poor quality
work. But professional writers have learned techniques to
help them resolve these difficulties. filthis module, you will
learn Tnnny of these techniques as well
. As you improz, e as a writer you need to doled, 87 drafts
Few people write drafts that are good enough to become the
final product. I'm going to recommend that you write only
one draft, butthat you edit it over and over.
. Good un'ters seldom hare to edittheirt{107k.

Experienced writers know that the draft is not the final
version. It needs to be worked on, to remove errors, to

make sure that it says whatthey wantit to say. So they
spend more time editing their draft than they do composing
it. It is only inexperienced writers who spend little time in
editing their work.

. Writing a report means writing-getting it doltin on pnPer.
Inexperienced writers make things difficult for theirrselves
because they often try to think and write at the same time.

The human brain cannot perform both these tasks efficiently
at the same time. The technique that I set outin this manual
separates the thinking from the writing. In the long run it
saves time and you produce a better report.
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The key to successful writing is thinking. The more time you
spend thinking out what you have to do, and how you're
going to do it, the less time you'U need'to spend on the
composing and editing, and the better report you will
produce.

. Easywnti"g's Dire hardreadi"g.
That's Sheridan, an 18th century writer. It focuses on two

features of writing. First, you can get your writing done
withintle effort, but your reader win have difficulties with
it, may not even understand it. Second, writing is pointless
without a reader. You aimyour uniting at a reader, you try
to getthat reader to do something. Writing doesn't stop at
the page.
So let's go to it!

,

,
".

.,~~
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^
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Section I: Whatis a report?
Learning outcome

Tms section does not address any of the learning outcomes.

It contains background information that you will need so

that you know what you're doing when you start to
produce your report.
Introduction

Aim of this section
This section has two mamaiins:
I to findout:

what a report is
the different kinds of reports
what each kind does

2 to set outthe assignments
Time needed to study it

You should take aboutthree hours to complete tliis section.
In this section. ..

We will look at what a reportis. We winexamine different

kinds of reports and their functions. Because a report is a
form of communication, we willstart by examining the
communication process.

Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go back and read each part carefuUy, noting
particularly anything that is new o1. different for you.
,

When you have completed the section, complete the
Assign"init Tcsk. Then go through the Check your progress
exercises, and check your artswers againstthe Answers at
the back of the Innnual. There are no Activities in this
section.
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Definition of report

A reportis a piece of writing (usuaUy), short or long, that
provides information so that the reader can make decisions
in order to solve a problem orinitiate some action. This
feature marks off reports from another fontrs of writing.

The inforrnation is expected by, or requested by, the reader
as part of the norinnl operation of all organisation.

Obviously reports move up the organisation, though the

information they contain may often be shared by people at
the same level; and of course the decision made as a result

of a report win be sent down through the organisation.
Reports are also produced by writers outside an

organisation, especially where the information is specialised
or sensitive.

Reports are aimost always written to a single reader-the

erson who must make the decision. Ifthey are written for

a group, that group has a common interest that Inakes it
operate like a single reader. Sometimes reports are read by

people other than the decision-maker. As we willsee in the
next section, we will in most cases ignore these readers
when we are compiling our report.

Reports can be made orally, but either these are of less
significance and are confirmed later in writing; or they are
special presentations, especially to a group, of materia
already contained in a written report.
Different types of report

Reports almost always get written in an organisation by a
member of that organisation, or by a consultant contracted
to produce a report for the organisation.

An organtsation has levels of function. and responsibility;
people higher up the organisation increasingly have as par
of their function to make decisions. As a result, they need
information. In parti^11ar,

. they need information so that they can make those
decisions themselves--infonrmtioti reports

.

they need someone else (who has specialised
knowledge) to solve a problem and offer a
recommendation-"lintytical reports

.

they need a solution to a problem which may not yet

have arisen, and they look to the findings of someone
else who has already investigated the problem
tribes figatioe reports and legsibility studies

6

These four types of report get written in different ways

' information report-The decision-maker getsinformation
he/she needs and makes the decision.

' analytical report-The decision-maker coinn\isSIons
someone else to investigate the problem; the report-

writer solves the problem and offers the solution as a
recommendation; the decision-maker decides whether

to acceptthe recommendation or not.

. tribestigatioe report-A person investigates a problem

and offers the solution to anyone who may wantthat
solution.

.

feasibility study-The report-writer provides intorn\ation
about a project and possible probleins to help the

decision-maker decide whether to go ahead with that
project.
Information report

A decision-maker has a problem, and needs information to
solve it. He/she asks one or more people to provide that
information. On the basis of the information supplied, he/
she makes e! decision to do something.

The report-writer must therefore
o know what problem the decision-maker is addressing

. provide relevant, reliable and accurate information
. presentthis information in such a way that the decisionmaker can most easily use it

Information reports are dealt with in the module Presenting
Information
,"

Analytical report

An analytical report has five main characteristics.

I It investigates a specific problem; that is, one that
occLLrred at a parti^11ar time in a particular place.
2 It offers one or more solutions to that problem. Ifthere
is more than one, it argues towards one'

3 It offers the preferred solution as a recommendation, as
a basis for a decision by the decision-maker to accept or
reject.

4 It goes up the organisation.
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5 It is coriumonly set out in a certain structtire
. introduction

. statement of problem
. statement of solution(s)
. discussion of solution(s)
. recoirunendations

The writer of an analytical report must therefore
. identify the problem(s)

. proposeone ormoresolutions
o argue forthe most effective solution

. presenttliisas her recon^nendation

Her purpose in writing the report is to convince the

decision-Inaker to accept her reconunendation. It can never

be simply to inform the decision-maker of the solution.
An analytical report must therefore
.

dealwith a specific problem; that is, the problem has
occurred at a particular time in a parti^11ar place

. provide an effective and specific solution to the problem
. set outthe preferred solution in a form that the decisionTnnker can say Yes or No to
Investigative report

The report-unitermvestigates the problem, comes up with a
solution. This solution is set out as a recommendation. If

anyone faces the same problem, he/she can decide to use
that recommended solution.

The writer of an investigative report must therefore
. identify the problem(s)

,
,

. gather evidence to help solve the problem
. propose a solution to the problem based on the evidence
. presentthis solution as her recommendation
Feasibility study

A group of people (not usually just one person) have
proposed a project and are not sure ifit is feasible to go
ahead with it. They need specialised information which
they may not have; they will certainly not have the time or
resources to investigate the project. So the decision-maker
gets another person, usually an expert, to investigate the
project and write the report. Indeed, for large projects,

^

Q

several writers, or even tearns of writers will be

commissioned to produce studies on various aspects of the
project,

The writer of a feasibility study must therefore
. identify the potential problem(s)
. propose possible solutions, or show that the problems
are capable of being resolved
. present as her recommendation a decision that the
study is feasible or not

As with an analytical report, the writer's purpose in writing
the study is to demonstrate to the decision-Innker(s) that the
projectis feasible or not. It can never be simply to inform
the decision-maker of that view.

A feasibility study must therefore
. investigate a specific project, or a specific aspect of that
project

. identify potential problems, and show that they can be
resolved

. provide evidence to show that the projectis feasible
Other forms

Although they are not reports, this module allows for other
types of documents.
Submission a document written as a request, usually for
funding. The writer tries to show that the orgarLisation
needs funds for a spermc purpose, such as purchasing new
equipment, recruiting new staff, implementing a new
program.

Proposal a document recornmending a certain course of
action. The writer has seen a need and offers a strategy or
solution to overcome it.

Briefing notes a document that provides background
information relating to a sitLiation. The writers provide an
analysis of the sitLiation, and suggest alternative outcomes.

Briefing notes are written by expert staff to inform managers
and others who are going to encounter the situation for the
first time.
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Note

Be sure that you disttiigLiish a report from an article. CThis

is particularly importantifyou devise you own scenario for
your assignments. ) The main difference is that a report
always provides information needed for a decision, and
commonly includes recoinmendations. An article is a
general discussion of a particular point of view.
The work forthis module
.

Your mamassessmenttask is to produce a report, and

presentitin two forjus-one written, one spoken (see
Assignment File, page 127). The reason for this is to show
you how the different modes of communicating produce
quite different presentations. We will exarnine these later.
Iwillset up a scenario that will outline a problem. We will
follow through that scenario, and you will bit by bit produce
the information you need for your report, and then will
presentthat information in the two different forjus. The
writing exercises will focus on the analytical report.
If you don't like the suggested topic for any reason-it's not
the sort of work you do, it's not your field of study, you
would have problerns finding infonnation-then set up

your own scenario. Check this with your tutor to make sure
that the reports you produce win allow you to satisfy anthe
criteria. Write it down. As you come to many of the
Activities and to each Assignment Task, you will need to
translate my scenario into yours.

See the Assignment File for complete details of the
assignments.
,
,

Suggested scenario for assessment assignment

Recently some residents have expressed concern aboutthe
lack of safety in some children's playgrounds in the parks
adnitnistered by the local government council. They are not

happy aboutthe design of the equipment oritslocation, and
they believe that the councilshould be doing more to make
the areas safe (like erecting fences). There have been no
serious accidents at any of the playgrounds, but parents
have often reported near misses. The Councilis now
immediately involved, because last week a sinaU girlwas

injured when she ran in front of a swing and was knocked
down by it. You can write either a report or a proposal:

. ,~,~

f. " P

,.

. .

n

,

-
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Report

If you wantto write an analytical report. You are an
adjr, intstrative officer working with a local government
council. You have been asked by the councilengineer to
examine the acddent, and write recoinmendations for over

coming the problem in the future. You are to ignore the
legal probleins arising from the accident. Your task is to
find ways of preventing the accidentfrom happening again.
I Write a report setting out your recoinmendations to

improve the safety of play areas, and in particular for
preventing accidents there. Address your report to the
council engineer.
2 Present your report to a councilmeeting.
OR

Proposal

If you wantto write a proposal. You are the secretary of a
group of concerned residents that rias been formed to lobby
the councilfor safer facilities. Your group has gottogether
and hascome up with a number of ideasthat they now
want to put to the council. They have asked you as
secretary to compile the report.
I Write a proposalsettirig Out your recommendations to
improve the safety of play areas, and in particular for
preventing accidents there. Address your proposal to
the council.

2 Present your proposal to a councilmeeting.
OR
Your own scenario

If you want to devise your own scenario. Do the same
thing that I have done: work out a scenario.
. imagine an organisation that has a problem.
. Definetheproblem.

. Identify the person who has asked you to prepare the
report or the group that Inny need a solution.
. Write out an this information to make the situation real

for you.
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Asslgnment Task

Decide what you are going to write your report about.
Consider my scenario or devise one of your own.
The written report may be an analytical report or a

proposal, or any other form that allows you to satisfy the
learning outcomes and perfonnance criteria.

.

The spoken report uses the material you gathered forthe
written report, but you presentit orally.

Summary

filthts section we looked at what a report is. We saw that a

report is a doomientthat provides information so that the
reader can make a decision. Differenttypes of reports have
different functions. Where the report sets up
recommendations, the over-riding purpose of the writer is

to have the reader acceptthose reconunendations.
Tliis section has also outlined the work you have to do for

the two assignments. If you decide you want to devise your
own scenario, do it now, and submitit to your tutorfor
approval.

Now that you have completed this section, do the following
C}reck your progress exercises to satisfy yourselfthat you
understand what a report is, and what functions different
types of reports have.

,
".

,.

Check your progress

Now you can find out what you have learntso far.
This exercise will help you to review the infonnation
presented in this section. Because tliis section has presented
basic information, there are no skills for you to practise as
there will be in later sections.

You will find answers to these exercises in the Suggested

responses section at the end of the manual.
Exercise I

Whatis a report?
...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

Whatis the essential feature of a report, that nukes it
differentfrom other doomnents?
...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Who do you usually address your report to?
.....,.................................,...................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
,
,
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Exerdse 2

Mark the following statements true or false.
I You write an it, fom^tion reportstrnply to give your
reader itIformation.
1:1 True

Q False

2 The best way to give an oralpresentation of a report is
to read out your written report.
I;, True

I^ False

3 Reportsarewrittendoctirnents.
Q True

D False

4 Your purpose in writing a report with recommendations
is to get your reconunendations accepted.
. True

Q False

5 Reports alwayssolve existing problerns.
Q True

. False

6 Reports are written so that the reader can nuke a
decision or initiate action.
1.1 True

U False

,

,.

Section 2: Planning the report
Learning outcome

nits section addresses part of Learning Outcome A:
Research information relevant to the issue.
,

Introduction
Aim of this seation
This section has three mamaims

I to encourage you to adopt a reader-centred approach
2 to convince you that you need to define your uniting
taskbefore you go any further with a document
3 to set up the specifications for your report

Time needed to study it
You will need to allow aboutfour hours to complete the
reading, activities and exercises in this section.
In this section . . .

We will examine ways of planning the written report. You
will write a specification defining the subject, design, reader,
purpose, context and scope.
Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go back and read each part carefully, and note
anything that is new or differentfor you.
Do any Activities specified, and check your responses
agairLstthe Suggested responses at tbe back of the manual.
Complete any Assignment Tasksthat are given. When you
have completed the module, go through the Checkyour
progress exercises, and check your answers againstthe
Answers at the back of the nunual.
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Readercentred wrtting

Writing for your reader means knowing what meaning you
want to convey, knowing whatresponse you want your
reader to Inake, and using the infonnation, language and
presentation that will most effectiveIy allow your reader to
ariake a'Iat response. Only by writing for your reader can
you hope to write successfully.
Activity 2.1

From arithe reading you do, selectthree orfour pieces that
you particularly like or dislike.
The only features that you can respond to are
. themformation itself(the writer's meaning)

. the language used to convey that tiffonnation

. the way the message is presented (its appearance on the
page)

Read each passage. Then answer these questions.
. Did you understand anthe information? That is, did
you apply to the message the same meaning that the
writer did? Ifnot, why not?

. Did you understand the language? Wasthere anything
aboutitthat you particularly liked or did notlike?

. What aboutthe way the passage waslaid out on the
'page. Was it easy to read? If not, what made it
difficult?

. What was your response to the passage?
. Whatled to tlitsresponse?
,

Do you now understand abit more abortt your responses as
a reader?

Writing a specification for your report

If you want your writing to be successful, you need to plan
it. It's a bit like buildirig a house. Before you build a house,

you Inake a plan and you draw up specifications. We do the
same thing in writing. The specifications determine our
subject, design, reader, purpose, context, and scope.
Identifying me subject

Yotir subjectis not whatthe report will be about. It is the

tv^,

n, P

,.,

. .

,,

,

,C

problem you have to solve. Very often the person who asks

you to write a report does not state that problem clearly.

Buttf you don't identify the problem, you can't find a

solution. Sometimes the person gets the problem wrong.

But you must not. You must identify the realproblem.
Let's say your section head asks you to investigate the poor
quality of report-writing in her section. She believes that her

staffare poor writers, they do notthink clearly, they make

IT'Stakes, they produce unreadable reports. She thinks they
need some kind of traitiirig. As you investigate this,

however, you find that the problem is notthe writing ability
of the staff. The supervisor gives no feedback to her staff,

except to remind them of the nitstakes they make, and she
makes unrealistic demands of her staff and their time. So

the realproblem is notthe witing ability of the staff, butthe
poor supervisory skills of the section head.
How do you find the realproblem? Sometimes you can
question the person who wants you to write the report,
especially if he/she did not explain the problem clearly.
Sometimes you winget clues from other people as you talk
to them aboutthe problem. Sometimes you will have to
find out for yourself as you investigate the whole sittiation.
Once you have discovered the realproblem, write it down.
Never trust your memory on this kind of detail. If you feel
you have to change your mind aboutthe problem, you have
a record, and you can change it

Activity 2.2

Think of any times when you have had to identify a
problem. This doesn't have to be-when you were writing a

report. It can be any occasion, including in your personal
life. Then think about what you did.
.

Did you always manage to identify the right problem?
If you got it wrong, and so couldn'tfind a satisfactory
solution, what did you do?

. What helps you to know that have identified the right
problem?

. Why did you sometimes identify the wrong problem?
What can you learn from this activity that you could apply
to identifying the problem when you are writing a report.
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Deciding on the design

With a report, it's is usually easy. Your organisation will

usually set outreportsin a particular way. Unless thereare
features of trusthat make it hard to read, you should adopt

tilts design. I willsay more about design in Section 5. Do

remember that the appearance of the report on the page is
onefeature to which your reader makes a response. You
cannot afford to have that response unfavourable.

Identifying and analysing the reader

Who are your readers? What are they like? Two easy

questions. A hundred difficult answers. We need to ask far
more questions than that. Your writing is to be reader-

centred, right? So you need to know lots about your reader
to that you can centre your writing on that person or
persons,

So, what questions do you ask to find out about your
reader(s)?

I Whoaremyreaders?

2 How muchdo my readers already know of the subject?
You must write within the readers' knowledge,

otherwise they have no meaning to apply to your
message.
3

What do my readersexpectfrom my report?
The same as anyonereadtiig any document. They

expectit to be easy to understand, they expectto be able
to find the information they are looking for, they expect

the tifformation to be accurate and relevant, they expect

the langtiage to be correct, they expectthe design to
make the document easy to read.
4

What individual preferences do my readers have?
Some readerslike things done in tiliarticular way. They
like lots of headings, or they don't like headings.

Engineers expecttables and diagrains. Scientists expect

.formulas and equations. Some readers have funny

preferences for (or agairist) certain words and

constructions. (Maybe you noticed some of these when
you did Activity 2.1. )
5

Why do my readers need this report?

The answer is aimost always, 171 order to soloe a problem.
Sometimes they may need that intorimtion to give to

someone else. They may have to senthe idea to the

board or a comintttee. If you know this, you can putin
information that will be especially useful to them.

.,~"

,., P
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Activity 2.3

A Select several pieces of writing-books and articles-but
notfiction. Then,

. Try to work out whatsort of reader each one was aimed
at. How can you ten? What evidence did you look for?
. Do you think the writer identified his/her readers
carefully? How can you ten?
B Consider yourself as a reader.
. What would a writer have to know about you triorder
to cornmunicate successfuUy with you?
biboth exercises, when you're thinking about your answers,
remember that a writer has controlover only the
tiffonnation, the langtiage, and the means of presentation;

and you as reader respond to the same things.
What can you learn from this activity that you could apply
to analysing your reader when you are writing a report?

Defining the purpose

Your purpose is creating a certain response in your reader
An writing of this type has a general purpose: to get your

reader to accept your ITtfonnation as reliable. But reports
have a further specific response. You want your reader to

accept your recommendations. Acceptthem, notjustthink
about them. You should setthem out as the most efficient

means of solving your reader's problem.
,
,.

Activity 2.4

rin going to list a number of differenttypes of writing.

Work out what you think are the specific purposes for each
type.
,

. a letter from a bank telling you about an increase in fees
. the annual report of an it'surance company
. a set of instructions with a VCR

. an article in a computer magazine
. an article in a women's magazine
o an article in The MedicqljoL!runt ofAustrqli@
. a textbookonreport-writing
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. a mail-order catalogue (or any other catalogue that
arrives in your mmUbox
. ajobapplication
. tliisrr^nual

What can you learn from this activity that you could apply
to defining your purpose when you are writing a report?

Establishing the context
Context means the environment in which you are writing.

inmost cases that means the organisation you work for. It

may have certain ways of doing things. It may, for
example, have a style Ironualthattells you what style to
use, whatlayout to follow, and so on. You have to follow
such guideimies.

in addition, your organtsation may have policies that relate
to the problem you are dealing with, orits solution, and you
must work within those pondes. There may be budgetary
restraints on the kinds of solutions you can offer.

Much of this itIformation you winkriow about because you
work within the environment every day.
Determining the scope

How much titorination are you going to look for that you
ringht include in your report? You won't need everything
on the subject, or your report winend up a thousand pages
long.

Your subjectis what you find itironriatiqriabout. Your
scope is how much information you 1001, "for and of what
kind. You need to select carefully by thinking about your

problem, your reader, your purpose. Select only that
itIformation that you need to solve your problem, that your
reader does not already know, and that will achieve your

purpose. Leave out information that you do not need, even
ifitis interesting and Inny even seem to be relevant.
Yourscope is not how much inforination you win include in
the report. You can't make that decision yet. Your scope is
what information you win look for. Your scope controls

your research-1100k for this kind of information and not for
that.

Your criterion is, Does my reader need the information in
this report?
.,~,

,,,

^

,.

, .

,,
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Actlvity 2.5
Scenario You work in a sri^11but busy office, which
mmkes extensive use of computers. Your boss has decided
to linkaU the computers together into a local area network
(a LAN). Your boss rias asked you to exanitne the proposal

and come up with the most efficient way of installing such a
network You are writing your reportfor your boss about

the proposal. Your purpose win be to find reasons to justify
your boss's proposal. Now you have to decide what
information you will look for-you haveto define the scope
of your research.

Which of the following topics will you research? Why did
you junke that decision?
. HowaLANworks
, winresearch ,

forget about

. What different systerris are available
U winresearch Q

forget about

. Cost of differentsysteins
. willresearch ,

forget about

. Names of contractors to wire up the network
, winresearch ,

forget about

. Writing a Inariualfor the chosen system
, winresearch

, forgetabout

. How the LAN will benefitthe office
Q willresearch

. forgetabout
,

,

. Training staff to use the system
, willresearch ,

forget about

o Considering if a LAN 1sthe bestsolution to the problem
, winresearch
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Assignment Tasks

Using the spedficatioris sheet on the next page,
write in the details for your report.
Some of the itformation has already been given to
you.
File. )

Gee the details of the report tilthe Assignment

ritesubjectis your problem.

Some questions you need to askyotirself^Ibout your
reader:
.

.

What does my reader know aboutsafety
standards relating to playground equipment?

Is there a partictilar aspect of the safety of
playground equipment that my reader needs to
know?

. Whatis my reader's previous record on such
equipment?

Your purpose is easy: to get your reader to accept
your recommendations.
The contextisthecouncilfor which you work Ask
yourself

. Do they have a particular style that you must
foUow when writing a report?

, Whatis Council's policy on the safety of
playground equipment?
You will need to think carefully aboutthe scope. I

have given you some clues tilthe scenario tilthe
Assignment File. But write down carefully what
you must cover and what you need notcover.

"~

Specifications for report
Subject

.....................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................. .

Design

see separate sheets (in Section 6)

Reader

....................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................... .

Purpose

general: to have my information accepted as reliable
specific for this report. ..............................-------------------------.--------------------------------~"'
.......................................................................... .....

...................................................................................................... 00

...................................................................... ..

Context

.................................................................. .... .

................................................................ . .. . .

.................................................

......................................................................... . .
,
,

Scope

...................................................

include

......................................................

.........................................................

.............................................................

exclude

.................................................... ..

...............................................................

...........................................................
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Summary

In tilts section we looked at what communication is and
whatrolesthe sender and receiver play. imparticular we

found that the important person many act of

communication is the receiver. It 1sthe receiver who applies

mea^g to the message and makes a response to it. It 15the
sender who writes msudia way that will achieve a certain
reponse.

Tilts is the writer's purpose.

We also looked at the need to set up specifications for your

reportbeforeyoudo anyotherworkon it. You need to

identify and define quite specifically your subject, design,
reader, purpose, context and scope.

Now that you have completed tilts section, do the following
Clieckyoi4rprogress exercises to satisfy yourselfthat you
understand whatcoinmunication is and whatspecifications

are needed for a report (or any other written document).

,
,

. ,^r,

A, F

n, ,....,,~~

D"""o4F
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Check your progress

Now you can puttogether an that you have studied so far
and find out what you have learnt.
These exercises will help you to review the titormation
presented in tilts section.
You willfuld answers to these exercises in the Suggested

responses section at the end of the ITianual.
Exercise I

Write a definition of coriumunication.
..........................................................................................................

...............................................................................................,..........

.................................................................................. " ......................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

.

Because I will be using the foUowing ternrs frequently in this
. mmnual, you must be sure you understand them.
Exercise 2

,
,.

Give brief explanations of
. subject
..........................................................................,................ .

..................................................................................

.

reader
........................................................................................

......................................................................................

.

purpose
.........................................................................................

.........................................................................................
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.

context
....................................................................

..............................................................

. scope
...........................................................................
\

....................................................................... .

Finally you need to check carefully that you understand
what goes on tilthe coriumunication process.

Exercise 3

Mark the following statements true or false.
. Your main task in writing is to convey information to
your reader.
Q True

.

. False

The important person in an act of coriumunication 15the
,receiver.

U True

.

. False

Your reader will take from your report the meaning you
have putthere.

.

a True

.

,.

. False

When you have to write a report, you need to plan
carefuUy madvance what you are going to do.
U True

.

,

, False

Your purpose in writing is to create a certain response in
your reader.
U True

,

False

aZ

Section 3: Assembling and organising
-the information
Learning outcome

This section addresses part of Learning Outcome A:
Research information relevant to the issue, and Learning
Outcome B: Analyse information and reach solutions about
the issue.
Introduction

Aim of this section
This section rias five main anus:

I to show you efficient means of assembfuig infonnation
from a range of sources
2 to show you the need to evaluate that information
3 to show you some techniques for solving problems
4 to refine your techniques for selecting and organising
inforn^tion

5 to encourage you to solve your tiffonnation problerns
before you start composing your draft
Time needed to study it

You will need to allow aboutfive hours to complete the
reading, activities and exercises in this section.
In this section . . .

We will go through the whole process of preparing your

itironnation for a report. We will look at techniques for
identifying your problem, assembliz}g infonnation (tapping
into your memory, doing research, identifying sources,
retrieving inforrnntion, coinpiting a bibliography, recording
information, evaluating the sources and information),
finding a solution to your problem, selecting and organising
your information, and fitting this into a report structure.

Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go back and read each part carefully, noting
particularly anything that is new or different for you.
Do any Activities specified, and check your responses
againstthe Suggested responses at the back of the manual
Complete any Assignment Tasks that are given. When you
have completed the module, go through the Checkyour
progress exercises, and check your answers againstthe
Answers at the back of the manual.
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Identifying the problem

You cannotsolve a problem unless you know whatthe

problem is. And you must be sure to solve the right
problem.

I have already explained tilthe previous section (page 19)
aboutthe need to identify the subject. For a report, the
subjectis the problem. So reread whatlsay about
identifying the subject.
Activity 3.1

A long time ago, soft drinks came in bottles that were
dispensed from a large cabinet with a lift-up lid. Inside, the
bottles were in a rack so that you couldn't getthem out.

When you putin your money, somejaws at one end of the
rack opened and you could take out your bottle.
It's a hot day. Some very thirsty children come along and
see such a cabinet. They have no money. They lift up the
lid and look at the bottles, wondering how to gettheir drink.

One child quickly solves their problem.
What did the child do?

Do you now understand a bit more aboutidentifying
problenrs?

Assembling information

Once you know your problem you can assemble
tifformation to help you solve it. juse .the word 'assemble
quite deliberately. 'Collecting' tiffonna^ion sounds as ifit's,
there waiting to be gathered like oranges off a tree. It
doesn't work like that.

First, the Inain source of your information is<an you guess?
It's yourself. You have stored myour memory a huge
amount of information, much of which you can use to solve

your present problem. many case, if you don't already
know a great dealabout your problem, you won t be able to
understand information that you could getfrom other

sources. So you need to dip into your memory to see what s
there. I'U give you a technique for this soon.

Second, you have to getthe information that' you do not
know. That entails two steps. First, you have to identify

. .

,.

?Q

possible sources of infonnation that you do not have. These

win indude other reports, people, standards, perhaps even
books and journals, and of course your own observation.
Second, you have to getthatinfonnation and record it in

some way so that you can useit when you come to do your
organtsirig. Ttiis process is often caned research.
Tapping into your memory

You havestored myour memory a huge amount of
information. At any moment you are unaware of most of it.

You keep dipping into it as you need information (the
process is known as recall). Sometimes you are aware that
you are recalling infonnation; you deliberately think of
something. Much of the time you are unaware of recalling
information. When you are going home after work, when
you are using language, when you walk, you do nottlntik
con^joltsly of arithe infonrtation you need to perform those
tasks. They havebecomehabit. You don't even know what
information you havestored in your memory (a process you
call haming), because much of your learning goes on
without your being aware of it. So you need a technique to

help you get at the information in your memory, especiaUy
what you may not be able to recallconsciously. I'll describe
that after the next paragraph.

The firstthing you do is to write down arithe inforrnntion
that you can think of con^joltsly. Sit down and quite
deliberately think of what you know aboutthe subject.
Write it down just as a word ortwo. You don't need more
than that. These words will act as triggers for the
inforrnntion.

Then you need to get at the information you cannotthink of
con^jously. The technique I'm going to describe to you is

caned concept rimppi"g. What you're, going to do is to use the
ordinary processes of the brain to help you recall
information that you are at present unaware of. One
process that the brain uses constantly is association. As you
think of one thing, your brain associates something else
with it. We're going to use that process. It works like this.
Take a large sheet of blank undried paper. In the adddle
write down a word or two that states very briefly'the

essence of your problem. For your assignment you might
write down 'playground safety'. That's enough. Your brain
knows whatthat refers to.

Then you do two things. It is importantthat you do them in
this way, or the mapping will nottake place.
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. You let your mind go free. You do nottry to think Let

anything you like come into your con^joltsness. As it
does write it down as a word ortwo. Put a ring around
it and draw a line from 11/15 ring to the first ring. Your

page will looka bitlike the diagram on the next page.
Then just keep going, adding words mmgs asthey
come to you, and linking them to the word itIat
suggested them. After a while your page will look like
the diagram on page 38.
. You make no assessment of theiritonnation you are

recalling. Do notjudge ifit's relevant ornot. Write
down everything. Your brain willnotthirik of anything
that is not related, though you may not be able to see

why attliis stage. You will evaluate your infotn^tion
later.

Here's whatthe first stage Inightlook like. Write down the
words that refer to your problem (I've used the problem

from your assignment), put a ring around them, then let
your memory toss up another idea. Write down a labelfor
that, put a ring around it and jointhat ring to the first ring.
Your page will look like this.

^?^^

,
e.

46^

Keep going on tlLis untilnothing more comes to you. It may
take a while forthe firstfew ideas to come. But once they

do, you n^y be surprised how quickly the information
comes pouring into your consciousness. In most cases you

.

~A

probably won't keep going attl, is mmpping for more than

aboutten orfi. freen minutes. It's a good idea to put your

piece of paper away for a while, say while you are going on
with another task, or even overnight, then come back again

to see if you want to add anything.
You can also use this techniques for solving probleins. It
works wonderfulIy.

So here's what your concept map ringhtlook like after

you've allowed your memory to toss up a number of ideas.

This is not complete; you'U want to add-lots more than this.

4444b^

,,,^^e

,,,^^e

44"^, 24

co9. a, ^

,C^64

cog, ""

^\^^c^
^^,, 4?

46^

4664^

I, ",,
^,"",^..

,,^

It looks easy. And it will be if you follow the two rules. It
will produce for you Irony ideasthat you cantrse for your
report. Probably you are more or less aware of Tnnny of
them already. But often this techniques pops up ideas that
you have notthought of, perhaps that you didn t even
realise you had learned. Once you get used to the

technique, it will take you only a very short time-a few

Trimutes or so.
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Activity 3.2

Practise some concept Innppirig. To Innke this activity most
useful, use as yourstarting pointthe problem set out tilthe
assignment^arety in playgrounds.
Get yourselfa large sheet of blank paper. Find a quiet place

to work, where you will not be interrupted for about fifteen
Twinutes. Tune yourself in to the problem, by letting it run
round inside your head. Then write in the words that label

your problem, and let yourselfgo.
Remember the two rules. Myou don't observe these, the
concept mapping will not work.
. Let your mind go free. Do nottry to think.
. Make no assessment of the information you are
recalling. Do not try to judge ifit's relevant or not.
Write down everything.
Did it work? Ifit didn't don't worry. Maybe it win nexttime,
or Troybe you didn't follow the rules. and just Innybe it's
notthe way your brainworks. Itso, devise your own
technique. Consult a book on thinking or problem-solving
for other techniques.
Do you now understand a bit more about conceptirLapping?
It's a very efficienttechnique for getting at intorn^tion and
for solving probleins.

That's a technique for getting at your own information.
What about other information-information that you do not
know and have notleamed? Aslsaid earlier, that's a two-

step process: identifying the sources, anI^. then finding those
sources and getting the information from them.
Whatsort of^Ifonnation might you need to getfrom such
sources? Three kinds:

. factual information, such as names, addresses, phone
numbers, dates

. figure information, such as distances, eXchange rates,
prices, statistics
. personal information, such as people's opinions
There's noneed to learnlotsoffacts. You conget them from
referencebooks. FigLireirifonr^tion keeps changing, so it's a
wasteoftimelearningit. Personalintorinationyou can't know
untilyouaskpeoplefor it by interviewsandquestionriaires.

Doing research

This process entails four steps: identifying sources (which
includes knowing where to find them), retrieving the
infonnation, compiling a bibliography, recording the
infonnation.

Identifying sources. The question to ask yourselfis, Where is
the best place to getthe information I need? Best' means
easiest to find as wellas most useful.

Whatsorts of sources could you go to? Depending on the

research you are doing, you could go to sources like the
following.

. bibliographies andspecialised gLiides-collections of
sources, collections of facts from which to start

. dictionaries of words, placenames, dates and
anniversaries, biography
. directories-business, telephone, trade

o parliamentary papers-legal statutes, regulations, reports
of coriumittees, Han^rd

. local government-reports to councils, petitions,
correspondence

o official releases^:errsus reports, governmentstatistical

reports, official yearbooks, armualreports of
government departments. and statutory authorities,
reports of the Auditor General
. company records-prospectuses, articles of association,
nitnutes of general meetings, nitnutes of board
meetings, balance sheets, annual reports,
correspondence, reports
. standards-national andintemational
,

. newspapers<lady, weekly, ne\fs-sheets
. maps-Natmap survey maps, geological maps, resources
Tnnps, street maps, charts, old maps

. private records^,. ianes, letters, estate account records,
authors' manuscripts and notebooks, photographs
. spoken records-reiniriiscences of old people, Interviews,
lectures and talks, tape and disc recordings

. pictorial records-photographs, slides, fillns, videos,
drawings, paintings

These days much of this information is stored on electronic
media like discs and CD-RO!vls.
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Did you realise that there were so Inariy sources you could

go to? had tilts listis not exhaustive! But it does listthe
sources you are most likely to use.

Where might you go to find tilts infonnation?
. libraries-national and state, public, unitversitiesand

colleges, embassies and consulates, private companies,
governmerit departments and agencies, statutory
authorities, sdentific and techntcal organii^tions,

professional associations, trade associations, clubs and
societies, private individuals
. offidalrecords-national and state archives,

departmentalregistries, national flitn and sound

.

archives

. organisation records-your organisation s own reports,
letters, memos, and so on

That's a lot of sources you have access to. In most cases at

work, you won't need to go outside the records of your own
organisation.

Activity 3.3

Write down a list of sources that you mightconsultfor your

assignment. Use the list above as a guide. Think

con^joltsly and compile your list of sources that you think
Troybe useful. Remembersources are nottitles. For

example, you Inay wantto go to the Australian Standard
that governs the safety of playground equipment. Allyou
need to write down attliis stage is 'standard'. You getthe
title as you work through the next step.

For a report of this kind, you probably^A, on't need more
than half a dozen sources, ten at the outside.

Do you now understand a bit more aboutthe first step in
research-working out where you're going to find
itironnation?

. 71, ,

h, F

n ___..,,..~

n_ ~-,,
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Retrieving the information. Once you have your list of

sources, you have to supply details: titles of reports and
standards, names of people you want to interview, and so

on. Then you have to go to those sources and retrieve the
information. This aspect of research can be dreary and time
consu^g. But it must be done.
Work within yourscope-which you have defined on the
specificationssheet^rid remember your reader-whom you
have identified on yourspecifi. cations sheet. Do not retrieve
information that you do not need. Your criterion is, Do I
need this information in order to solve lily problem? You
collectinfonnation because it is useful, not because it is

interestingYou already know how to read and listen in order to learn
information. Iwant to give you a few pieces of advice on
how to conduct interviews.

Provided you work to a procedure you should have few
problems in conducting interviews.
o Make a list of the peopleyou propose to interview.
. Write outthe questions you will ask them. You need to
ask the questions of each person in the same form to get
compareble answers.
. Ring the person and nuke an appointment forthe
interview. Explain that you want an interview, how
long it is likely to take, why you wantthe information,
whatinforn^tion you're looking for, and how you're
going to use it. Impress on them that their names will
not be used unless they give you permission to do so.
. Conductthe interview at the appointed time. Be
punctual. Act courteously and professionaUy. Gettheir

permtssion before you write dov::. n their answers, and
especially if you are going to record their answers.
. Send them a letter later thanking them for their
information, and explain how you have used it.
Compiling a bibliography As you find a useful source-that

is, one that you are going to use-you need to write down
some details aboutit, first so that you can find the source
again, and second so that anyone else can as well. Your
reader may want to check yoursourcesforfurther
inforn^tion.

Such a listis called a bibliography. For the time being it is a
list of sources that you will work from, and your research
could change it. EventuaUy you put your bibliography in
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your document-a list of the sources you used. Listthe
authors trialphabetical order, regardless of the form of the
source.

lain not going to give you instructions on how to set outthe
entries myour bibliography-that would take too many
pages. Iwilliristead give you a few examples of different
kinds of sources. You can use these as models. Iwillset up

just one way of writing these citations as they are called.

If

you want other ways and more information, go to a
reference book such as the AGPS Style muting!.

For referencing books:find the following infonnation and note
it down in this order: author(s) with surname offitst author

first, title (initalics or underfined), place of publication (a

dty ortown, not a country), publishers name (just a short
fonn), edition, date.

Eagleson, Robert, Writing in Plain English, Canberra, ACPS,
1990

Taylor, ATiita and others' Communicating, Englewood Cliffs
Nj, Prentice-Hall, 1977

Iauthors are Antta Taylor, Teresa Rosegrant, Arthur Meyer,
and B Thomas Samplesl

Australia, Department of industrial Relations, On-the-job
training: @ handbookfor training jilthe 0007/7ilace, Canberra,
ACPS, 1989

Ia corporate author-that is, a whole organisation; for a
government department, it is coriumon to putthe country or
state firstl

for referencing journal @rtic!us: slightly different information.

Note it down in this order: author(s),'title of article', title of

journal, volume and issue number (date}; page reference
(first page of amde)
Curtis, Ruth V and Darlene Nestor, 'Interpersonal skill-

building for trustrLictional developers', Educational Technology
Research a"d Dellelop, "e"t, V0138 n0 2, (1990), p 51

n a, Training guarantee act now inforce', Arts Training
Australia, issue 110uly 1990), p I

for r, ^"oralct"g reports cad similar documents:these can be
tricky. ButfoUow the same kind of patterns asfor books
and journals: author(s)(which mmy be an organisation),

title, place of publication, publisher (which may be the same
organisation as the author; leave it outfrom here), date
ACT histitiite ofTAFE, Equal employ, ,lent opportunity (EEO)
program, [Canberra], 1990

ICOrporate author; place of publication derived from

information in dtatiori; no publisher given, same as authorl

Australia, Department of Construction, ACT Region,
C@, Iberr"
Iberr" water
^, aterSII
I : 7801'eru
supply:
7801'eru o100atersupply
o100ater supply to Belcontieii,
ICanberral, 1978

tcorporate author; place of publication derived from
information in dtation; no publisher given, same as authorl

Taylor, Cordon, The grain, ,mr o100/1fy, stint: tomards a linguistic
explanation of error in undergraduates' English, Melbourne,
ANZAAS Congress, 1977

IPaper read at conferencel
If you are typing or handwriting your report, you won't be
able to use italics. L^!:!^ the words instead.

Ihave not given you an activity on tlLis task because you
need to do one more thing. As you find useful information,
you must record it in an appropriate form.
Recording the information. Whatis the most appropriate
form? In most cases, not a long set of notes. There s a good

reason forthts. When you come to solve your problem and
organtse your itronintion, you must have the infonnation
myour memory. Only there do you understand
tifformation. Writing down information as notes on paper

*

provides no guarantee that you have understood the
information. After all a photo-copier will do it faster, and it
has no understanding at all. So you need to store the

information in your memory. Then you need to provide
yourself with a set of labels- headings, or keywords-that
your brain associates with the information. You write down
only the keyword. When you read that keyword later, your

brain win recallthe infonnation associated with it. Trust

me. It's the way the brain works. If you try it, you'll find it
works. Do not write down lots of inforrnntion, do not rely

on notes, do trust your memory. It will work wellfor you if
you allow it to.

.
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Because you use this information shortly after you find it,
there is no chance that you win forgetthis information or be
unable to recallit-provided of course that you learnt it first.

When you are writing a report at work, most of the time you
will find information and use it within days.
There are, however, three sets of information that you need

to write down or copy in exactly the form that you found
them, and I'm sure you'll see why. You need to write
down, or preferably photo<:opy, factiritorn^tion and figure
information thecause it is difficult to learn and get right),

and you need to write down orrecord, spoken information
(or you have no record of it). Then you need to siftthrough
an this intorination, and pick out what bits you will need for

your report, and write down your keywords
Now you can testthese skills with some activities. These
give you practice in research skills^ompiling a bibliography
and retrieving intorination-and also give you material that
you will need for your assignment report.

Activity 3.4

Find the sources that you listed in Activity 3.3
A Compile a bibliography of yoursources, using the
examples as models
B Read or listen to the intorination. Record it in an

appropriate form.

Have you now Innstered efficient techniques for finding,
retrieving and recording information? You will need these
at work, so keep practising.
,
,

Now an activity to test your ability to design and conduct an
interview. Do the activity. But you may or Inny not decide
to use such information in your assignment report. That
win depend on how you visualise your report.

~n

Activity 3.5
You decide to conduct a number of interviews of local

residents to find outtheir attitudes to the playgrounds and
safety.
Write down

o details of your purpose in conducting the interview
. a set of questions that you win ask residents
What have you learned from this about interview
techniques?

Evaluating the information

As you retrieve inforrnetion, and certainly once you have
retrieved it, you must evaluate that information. You have
to decide ifthe ITLfonnation is

o releon?It to this report; its relevance will be deterIntried

by your subject, reader, purpose, context and scope
. reliable; that is, it is accurate, it is widely accepted by

experts in the field; as a result, you can use it as
evidence in your report

You can easily decide ifthe information you are retrieving is
relevant. You have already set up the criteria to decide that.
What criteria can you use to establish how reliable a source
of titonnation is? Here are three.

Time. in general prefer the most recent source. Infonnation

changes rapidly, and new informattg. .n is being produced all
the time. So go to sources that have been written recently.
But do remember that a source is not reliable just because it
is recent; and a source is not unreliable simply because it is
old.

Author. Prefer authors who are widely regarded as expert;

for example, people whose work is constantly used as a
reference. Check from the title page or a preface, or any

source you can, to find out who the authoris and whatliis/
her qualifications are

Organisation. Which organisation produced the work? or at
which institution does the author work? Learn which

organisations are counted generally as producing
authoritative infonnation.
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Once your have established a source as reliable, you then
need to check that the information it contains is alsoreliable.

In general it should be; but you still need to check it. How
do you go about assessing the infonnation?
Primary v secondary information. Prt, mry information is
itironnation that writers have researched and reported for

themselves. As a general rule, such tiffomiation should be
reliable. But writers are human beings, and their

perceptions are controlled by their attittides, values and so
on; maddition, writers are trying to prove a point, and

sometimes they present only the infonnation~that supports

that point. All other information is secondary; the writer has
gotitfrom someone else. You will usually need to assess it
by other mearts. Here are four means.
Completeness of information. information can be counted as

more rel^ble ifthe writer presents anthe relevant
information, and does not omit some inforrnation because it

does not agree with his/her point. You will find this in
some kinds of sources, such as newspapers and reports by

organisation with particular biases.
Comparison with other sources. If you can find the same
information in a variety of sources, especially those that are
counted as authoritative, then you can usually be sure that
such infonnation is relinble.

Logic and argument. Be sure you know the distinction
between facts and statements offact, and between opinions

andstatements of opinion. If a writer is reporting fact, the
statement Inay be acerirate or not, butthe fact remains a fact.
The statement makes no difference to the fact. The
assessments we Innke of statements of fact are 'true' or

'false'. The same distinction applies to opinions and
statements expressing those opinions. You wantto assess

the opinions, but you have to work outiF"the statements
accurately state the opinions.

Check also how validly the writer has made generalisations,
produced definitions, putthings into categories; again learn
something aboutlogic to help you with this assessment.
References. Whatsources do writers appeal to when they

are offering evidence for their statements? Are these source
reliable? Do the writers acknowledge their sources? Where

writers do give such references, and where you can check
those references, then in general you can countthe
information as reliable.

xTf~a
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Finding a solution to the problem

In many ways the worstis now over, even though the most
importanttasks are struto come. You still have to solve
your problem, and organtse your ittorn^tion. But you now
have a body of infonnation from which to work, and
assembling that is always a tedious and time-consuming
task.

How much do you knowabout problem-solving? You solve

probleins every day, perhaps without being aware of the
techniques you use to do it. .Let me give you seven
pmdples that will help you to solve probleins.
Identify the problem. We've already discussed this.
Get rid of pre-conceptions and prejudices. These will

interfere with your thinking and prevent you from looking
for an the alternatives.

Have enough relevant information to solve the problem.
We've just been looking at this.
Have a range of problem-solving techniques available.
Learn them and practise them so that you choose which one
works bestfor a particular problem. Here are four
techniques:
. usingtrtaland error

. using certain logical principles (they're caned induction)
. working from the way you solved similar problems
before

. conceptmappirig
Be prepared to change direction. If a solution doesn't work,

switch to something different-the famous interoffhimking.
,

".

Don't try to rush the process. Much problem-solving goes

on without you being aware of it. In fact much is done
while you are asleep. Sogive it time.
Be prepared to test your solution. It must be the most
efficient solution to the problem at that time.

It may be that you come up with more than one solution,
and cannot decide between them. In your report, you set
outthese alternative solutions, then argtie for the most
efficient one. To help you decide, use these four criteria:
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.

time

Which solution takes least time to put into
effect?

.

cost

Which solution costs least?

.

resources

Which solution uses fewest resources, and
do we have an those resources?

.

risk

Which solution entails the least risk of
failure?

Prefer the solution that satisfies an or most of these criteria.

Activity 3.6

Are you now ready to solve the problem myour assignment
report? By this time you should have
. identified the problem
. assembled allyouriritormation
. evaluated that infonnation

For this report, probably the most appropriate techniques to
find your solution will be

. concept, napping-letting your mind run round the
problem unit comes up with an answer. Try reminding
yourself of the problem shortly before you settle down
forthe night; you might have a solution in the morning.

. working from solutions that you or other people have
used in the past

Give'yourself plenty of time for this activity. Problemsolving cannot be rushed. Remember you're looking forthe
best solution to your problem, notjust any solution. But if
you come up with alternative solutions, record them an.

Then apply the ctiteria at the top of this page to decide
which one you're going to recornmend. ,

By now you should have a pretty good idea of how to solve
problems.

Selecting and organising your information

Once you have your solution, your tasks with information
are aimost over. You now have the mum message you want

to convey to yotrr reader-your preferred solution. This will
become your recommendation. Forthe time being I'm
going to call it your theme.

,.

You now use that theme to organise your information. That
entails two tasks:

' selecting which information goes in to your report. You
collected inforn^tion about your subject-the problem,

because you had to solve it. Your reader Inny not need
arithat information tilthe report.

. putting the selected infonnation into a logical order. The
structure of a report gives you the Innjor sections.
You'll have to work out in what order you will putthe
inforrnation in each section.

Which inforn^tion do you select? Everything that your
readers need to understand why you have made your
recommendations so that they will acceptthose
recommendations. Everything else is now irrelevant

Which order do you use? You'll have to decide this mainly
in three parts of your report: the statement of the problem,
the statement of the solution(s), the discussion of the

solution(s). In the two statements, you will probably set out

your information in a set of points, starting with the most
important and working to the least; or setting them outin
the order in which they happened. The discussion section is
an argument-you are justifying one solution. So you'll have
to use the order of a logical argiiment. You'it be using
then'
patterns like 'because ... therefore', and 'if
Activity 3.7

Look at arithe infonnation you have assembled for your
assignment report- your notes, your concept maps, photo-

copies, everything. Consider it very caretuUy in the light of
your theme.
Now selectthe infonnation you willJieed for the report.
Make a note of this in an outline-a list of the headings or

keywords that refer to the information you have in your
memory. The order is notimportatn yet.

By now you should have only the information you are going
to use in your report. It still needs to be organised,
however.
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Fitting this into a report structure

Most analytical reports getlaid out in a certain way. I have

putthe complete stnicttire tilthe Appendix at the back of

the manual. Here Iwant to describe tildetailthe form of the

major parts of the body of the report.
Introduction

As the heading says, tilts introduces the report. hits full

form it consists offour parts. The whole introduction can be
written in a more or less fixed form, usually one paragraph
of three sentences.

Authorisation. Here you name the person who asked you to

write the report, and give his/her position in the

organisation. This statement gives the authority for the
report; that is, you were comintssioned to write the reportyou did not do it on your own initiative. If you did, then
you leave this out.

Ihave written this reportfor Mrjack Archer, Manager
of the Inforrnntion Section of this company ...

Aim. This states in general terms the problem you are

investigating. The statement can follow on from the
authorisation.

... to investigate the most efficient means of installing a
local area network tilthis office.

Methods of investigation. Here you set outthe way in which

you collected your information, again in general tern^. This
is a list of methods, not a list of sources.

Iconsulted previous reports and the relevant Australian
standards, and linterviewed arithe operators.
,

Scope. This sets out both what you cover in the report and
what you do not cover. It is notthe same as the scope in
your specification sheet.

This report deals only with technical aspects of the
network, and does not cover costs of trustaUation.

Statement of problem

The heading says it all. You describe your problem. Say
whatthe problem is in detail and why it is a problem (it is

creating meffidency, it is dangerous, it is costing too much
money, or whatever. ) State facts, and avoid opinions as far
as possible. Say "Operators are finding that they take
longer than they should to enter the data rather than
"Operators feelthat their work is too hard".

44

Statement of solution(s)

Same again. Describe the solution that you found to your
problem. Ifyou found alternative solutions state each of
them. Number them so that your reader knows which one

you're referring to. Again be factual. Simply state the
solutions. You do notjustifj, them at this stage.
Discussion of solution(s)
Now is the time to discuss the solution(s). If you have only

one, say why it is an efficient solution to your problem. in
other words, you have to produce an argument that justifies
this solution. Myou have more than one solution, say why

you prefer one of them. I have already given you criteria to
help you to decide between alternatives (page 48). In this
case, you have to justify your preferred solution
You introduce no new information intrLissection. You

argLie using the information you have already stated.
Recommendations

You restate your preferred solution in a form that the
reader can accept orreject. You do not introduce new
muterial, except perhaps a deadline. You often set up more
than one recoinmendation, each of which sets out

specifically one aspect of your solution. State these clearly
and simply using active verbs. Since you have been
authorised to write the report, you can use or' here. Say
Itherefore recorrunend that

. we go ahead and instaM the local area network
. wetrse theMaxwellsystem

. we have tlits work done as quickly as possible, and
preferably within the next month
".
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Activity 3.8

Get the outline that you prepared in Activity 3.7. Using the
structure of a report

. put arithose headings into the appropriate section in
which they belong, and

. putthe headings in each section tilthe most logical
order

Ifyou've got anthis right, you have learned a great deal
about how to manage the infonnation for an analytical
report.

And that's it-that's the body of your report an organised.

Now you can go aheadand compose your draft. We U deal
with that in Section 4.

.

,
,

^

AA

Assignment Tasks

Prepare arithe information you need for your report.

Identify your problem clearly and accurately.
Assemble allyour information, from your own
memory and from outside sources

Compile your working bibliography.
Record your infonnation man appropriate form.
Evaluate your sources and your information.
Work out a solution to your problem; if you get
more than one, work out which one you prefer.
Lithe light of that solution, selectthe
information you are going to use.
Organise your selected information into an
appropriate order, fitting it into the specified
structure.

You should already have done much of this work as
you were doing the activities on the way through
this section. Check your work now, to make sure
that you have completed each of the steps outlined
above.

,
,.
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Summary

Probably the most critical phase of writing a report'consists
of assemblir, g and organising your information. You have
to

identify your problem

assemble your infonnation, which entails
tapping into your memory

doing research
identifying sources
retrieving infonnation

compiling a bibliography
recording your intorinntion
evaluating your infonnation
.

finding a solution to the problem
selecting and organising your information
fitting this into a report structure

If you do not do an of this preparation, you will find that
you will not be able to compose a satisfactory draft.
Now that you have completed this section, do the following
Cheekyourprogress exercises to satisfy yourself that you

understand how to assemble and organise the information

you need for a report(or for any other document).

,
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Check your progress

Now you can puttogether arithat you have studied so far
and find out what you have learnt.

These exercises will help you to review the itironriation

presented in tilts section. They will also give you an

opportunity to test your skills-to find your strengths and
weaknesses as a report-writer.

You willfuld answers to these exercises in the Suggested

responses section at the end of the mmnual.
Firstlet's see if you can remember everything you have to
do with your information.
Exercise I

Write down, in the order that you perform the task,

everything that you have to do to assemble and organise the
information for your report.
..............................................

...................................

...................................

..............................

..............................

..................................

.....................................

.....................................

,

..............................................

.................................

...................................

...................................

.........................................

...................................

..................................

...............................
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So you know whatto do. Why do you need to spend so
much time and effort on your initorn^tion?
Exerdse2

From whatyouhaveread tilthissection, workoutsome

reasons why any writer has to prepare hermitonnation
thoroughly, and do it before she starts to compose her draft.
..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
,
,.

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
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Finally, let's test how weU you learned the information in
this section.

Exercise 3

Mark the following statements true or false.
I You should write down copious notes to help you
remember your information.
U True

U False

\

2

Concept mmpping can be used to solve problerns.
. True

3

Your TTLain source of information is a library.
. True

4

U False

U False

Once you have collected your information, you can use
it in your report.
. True

5

U False

Most analytical reports are written according to the
same structure.

U True

6

. False

If you do not assemble and organise your intorination
carefully and thoroughly, you will not be able to
compose a satisfactory draft.
,

. True
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Section 4: Composing and editing
-the draft
Learning outcome

Tilts section addresses Learning Outcome C: Produce an
investigative do^linent.
Introduction

Aim of this section
This section has five main aims:

I to suggest you that you need toproduce only one draft,
butthatthis needs to be edited

2 to provide you with guidelines for the task of
transcribing your intorination-that is, of composing a
draft

3 to encourageyou to use plain English as your preferred
style to convey your infonnation
4 to provide you with guidehnes forthe task of editing
your draft, so that you produce a report that hasthe
best possible chance of achieving its purpose

5 to convince you of the necessity to work to a procedure
Time needed to study it
You will need to allow aboutsix hours to complete the

reading, activities and exercises tiltliis section.
In this section . . .

We winexamirie techniques for coinpo^ing and editing your
draft, and we will also consider plain English as the style
you should use in your report.

Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go back and read each part carefully, noting
particularly anything that is new or differentfor you.
Do any Admities specified, and check your responses

againstthe Suggested responses at the back of the manual.
Complete any Assignment Tasksthat are given. When you

have completed the module, go through the Checkyo"r
progress exercises, and check your answers againstthe
Answers at the back of the Tnnnual.
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Composing the draft
Introduction

A draftis the transcription of a piece of writing that allows
the writer

. to see whatshe 11as thought
. to testthatthe piece of writing has achieved its purpose
The draft

. is writteriirisentences, paragraphs, ^ections, etc
. will have headings whereappropriate
. will have a numbering system where appropriate
. winnothaveillustrations

. ifthere are to be illustrations, will mark their place and
will have the numbers and captions
. will notyethave
. atme page
. a tableofcontents
. a tableofiUustrations
.

asuir^y

. glossary
. references

. bibliography
. appendixes
Some advice

. tvlake sure that you have assembled and organised all
the information needed for your, report.

. Compose the draft as fast as possible. It is likely that
once you have started, the ideas will come pouring out.

. Use only theiriforrnation you have learned, asyou have
organised it. Do notadd new tifforrnation or Innke
cronges to the tiffonriation or the organi^tion at tliis time.
. There is no need forthe draftto be neat and tidy,
provided it islegible to you.
. If you are composing your draft on a computer, decide
if you are going to fornut as you go, ifyou are going to
compose in draft mode, and so on. Preferably, don't
worry about formats or style at tms stage; do that later,
once you have completed the draft. Keyboard your
work as quickly as possible. Do not edit at this stage.
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If you are handwriting the draft, use short forn^ and

.

abbreviations to speed up the trariscription.

. Do riotstop to correct errors of any kind while you are
trar, scribing your draft.
.

Don't worry about granunaticalaccuracy or accurate use
of words at tilts stage. If your thinking has been clear
and accurate, your draft will be free from tliis kind of
error.

. You don't have to write your draft from beginning to

end. Provided you have a clear idea of your infonnation
and organisation, you can start on any section. It is
often a good idea to start with a section containing
information that you are fanxiliar with to get you into

gear. You can adjListthe continuity later if necessary.
. Ifyou getstuck and cannotthink what to write next,
leave that section and go on with another. You can

come back to the uncompleted section after the brain
has had more time to work on the information.

Ihave emphasised the need to write quickly, and 11^ve
tried to show you that you can write can quickly and
fluently if you have done allyour preparation. Just how

quickly can you compose a draft? That depends on how
long your draftit. But say you end up with a draft of 1000

words. Say you can use a keyboard at 25 words a Trimute.
You should be able to complete your draft in about 40
Dimutes. I mean it! If you take significantly longer than

this, you had not prepare your information thoroughly
enough. So ITepeat, the more thoroughly you work on your
information, the fewer problerrts you will have composing
your draft.

It's now time to put pen to paper orfinger to keyboard. By
the end of the last section, you had assembled allyour

information and organtsed it. So far in'ttiis section, you
have been learntng how to compose your draft-to putthat

information down tillangtiage. Before you do that we must
look at one aspect of writing that is critical. This is your
style.

Style

The word 'style' refers to the way we write. We do not
write in only one style. We modify our style according to
our reader, purpose and context.

Your readers make a resporrse to your style. If you want

that response to be favourable, therefore, you must produce
a style that your reader regards with favour. For most of
C"

your communication, you will produce writing that is clear
and acctirate. Myour reader cannot understand what you're
trying to say, they cannotinnke the intended response, and
your coriumuriication is unsuccessful.
The language you write down 1sthe product of your
thinking. So you must think msuch a way that you
produce language that your reader can understand. What
relationship do you wantto establish with your reader?friendly? helpful? aggressive? discounteous? Ithirik you
win want to write a report that is friendly and helpful.

Think that way and allow the style to emerge from that.
Whatsorts of constructions do you have to watch for when
you are trying to produce a style that is friendly and
helpful? There are five.

. You should prefer to write at an informal level.
o You should use words that are familiar to your reader.
. You should avoid over-complexsentences.
. You should prefer verb-based constructions to nounbased.

. You should use personal references where these are

appropriate, and avoid impersonal writing
Infomial writing

in your ordinary social contacts, you can distinguish a
whole range of levels, from very formal(at a formal
occasion), through infonnal(the way you behave at work) to
very informal(the way you behave with your family and
friends). Language shows the same distinctions. We use
different words and differentfonns of sentences, we

organise our information differently, and so on. The
language you should be using in reports is infonnal. It
shouldn't be as infonnalas you would use with your family
and friends-that sort of language is caned colloquial. That
would not convey your meaning acerirately. But you don't

go to the other extreme and Innke your language fom^I.
That's hard to understand. Adjustthe level to your reader
and your context.
Let me diagram that for you.
conoquial

informal

formal

Prefer to write in the range Inarked with the double finerather titomnalfor some kinds of reports, closer to formal
for others' But always in the informal range
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Familiarwords

Use words that your reader knows. bigeneral, keep close to
the words that you use in your careful conversations. Avoid

colloquial words-they're usually not precise enough for
writing. Use the words you would use speaking on
tifformaloccasions-at work, to a teacher, at a meeting.

In addition, you can use the technical terms that relate to

your work, because their meanings are clear and well
defined.

Simple and complex sentences

You build sentences by linking one set of information to

another; in grammatical form, this means by adding one

clause to another. Most sentences in English are fairly short,

with one, two or threeclauses, usually linked by wordslike
'and' and 'but', or 'which','when','because and if. If you

writesentences longer than three clauses, you provide
difficulties for your readers' It's notits length, however,
that makes a sentence difficult to understand; it is the

number of relationships. If you link allyour clauses with

'and', you'll write a sentence that's easy to understand, but

it willseem rambling. Ifyou linkclauses with when and
'because' and 'if', you make your reader work hard. They
faces difficulties working out how anthe ideas fit together,

and may have to read the sentence a second orthird time to
be sure of its meaning. So write only one or perhaps two
clauses in any sentence. You have to write complex
sentences. But you should avoid over<:omplex sentences.

Hete is an example of a gran^natically accurate but complex
sentence:

On the other hand, sufficient defence of the use of that

part of'traditional' economic analysis which is here in

question is provided as soon as on^. contemplates the

void left in our apparatus for explaining the events of
the realworld by those who would press their insistence

upon the importance of'institutions' to such a point as
to deny that'rational' calculation described in

traditional economic theory does have a counterpart in
reality.

(from a textbook on economics)
Verb-based and noun-based constructions

Anusers of English can convey their message in

grarninaticalconstnictions based on the noun or the verb.

Thinking in ternrs of labels and static ideas will produce a
noun-based style; thinking in tern^ of people doing things
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will produce a o876-fused style. The ordinary Lisage of
English, the style that people use in their ordinary
conversations, is verb-based.

Both forIris of thinking are acceptable and logical. If you
think internrs of labels and static ideas, however, your

mea^gs are harder to understand, more abstract, often
ambiguous. Writing contairdng noun-based constructions
has little or no movement. Often such style makes little

reference to people. It's hard to understand. Your readers

are less likely to accept your ideas. So think interni^ of

people doing things. Then your meanings will be easier to

understand, less abstract, usually clear and precise. Writing

containing verbbased constructions can have great pace
and movement. You should make reference to people

where this is appropriate. This style makes it easier for you
to create a favourable response myour reader.

Here are tiree examples to illustrate these types of
construction and their effect on your reader's response.

Whatresponse did you Innke to them?

Noun-based: Any consideration of the effects of the present
interruption in work on the design of more efficient means
of disposal of waste products from industrial areas near

capitaldties must take into accountthe deterioration tilthe
conditions of work of the staffin lower echelons with the
planning authortty.

(extract from a departmentgillretno; note the excessioe use of
.

prepositiona! phrases)

Verb-based: You'U have to decide first on the purpose of

your explanation. You must distinguish between explaining
a process and giving instructions for performing it. If you
expect your readers to perform the process, you should
write a set of instructions. We will take up writing

instructions tilthe next chapter. Tryou don't expect your

readers to perform the process but only to understand it,
you should write an explanation of it. After reading your

explanation, your readersshould know the process well
enough to understand what happened during a chain of

events, to evaluate the reliability or efficiency of a process,

or to understand the operating sequence of a mechanism.

(from a textbook o11 technical writing, intended for tertiary students;
notice the frequent use of personal subjects, with tierbs that describe

actions)
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Verb-based: A good report is not a matter of chance but
aimost a work of art. An of the rules in the many books

written aboutreporting can be summed up in six key
words. Good reports should possess clarity. They are clear
and concise, are written in good style, and are easy to read.

Good reports have consistency. They stay tilthe problem
area and do not deviate. Meanings and ternrs do not change

minid-report. Good reports display adequacy. They are
complete mallrespects. Coverage is not slipshod. Good
reports possess timeliness. Their data and interpretation are
tilthe light of present circusnstances and practices. Good
reports have"dapt"hinty. They show recognition of the
possible different viewpoints on the problem at hand by
presenting data to analyse these views. And, lastly, a good
report has interest. Gone are the rubber-stamp phrases and
wire of useless words. The reporttakes and holds the
reader's attention. It not only shows but it also tells.
(from cunther textbook on techniccl writing for tertiary students; still
tierb-based, but without personal 74ere, Ices. The writer uses the same
sentencefor7, I to nuke his six points-this is ,^fortiue writing. )

The main principles for verb-based writing are these:
. Use personalsubjects where these are appropriate.
. Prefer active to passive verbs.
. Use verbs instead of nouns to convey the main meaning
of yoor sentences.
. Prefer transitive and intransitive verbs to linking verbs
.

('be', 'seem').

The mum characteristics of noun-based witing are the
opposite of these.
Personal and impersonal writing

When you write in a personalstyle, yot^.. produce sentences
with personalsubjects, with active verbs, with verbs that
relate to doing. Your documentsounds CTedible, and the
reader can understand your meaning easily.
Here is an example taken from a gLiide to report-writing

produced by a government department. Notice how the
writer talks to the reader, involves them in the principles

they are trying to get across, uses the kind of language that
she or he would use in ordinary speaking.
To be an effective writer you must get outside of your

own writing, to look at it as a reader would, to recognise
and correct any flaws in clarity. Conscientious writers
take pains to elirninate ambiguity from their products,

LT, ,

n, r

n, _ _ __. L. :.. ~

D"~~~,_

qR

to anticipate any questions their readers might have,

and to buildanswersinto their work How do you at
outside of your writing? Read your writing with a

critical eye trustead of an adjriiring one' If you do, you
will find the defects. If you read with an admiring eye,
you willsee only what's adjnirable. Remember, it's silly
to argue that your message is clear after a reader has
said that it isn't.

q70rn @ style nulltmlprod"cad in the Department of04ence)

Ari impersonal style uses impersonal subjects, especially the
pronoun 'it'. It is strongly noun-based, it prefers passive
verbs, it makes great use of the verb 'be', it is filled with
abstract nouns, it often makes use of gobbledygook.
Here is an example of impersonal writing:
Having considered the requirements of, and constraints
on, any new systerns introduced, attention was focused
on the two alternatives available. Writlstthere are many
winor variants within each, a broad conclusion was

required as to whether a manual or EDP system best
metthe need. Consideration centred on the general
areas of Inariagement objects, costs, efficiency, and
system potential.
(p@rt of the minutes ofq meeting; where did @111he people go?)
Conclusion

Tilts style is caned plain Engi^^h. It's the style that
employers want you to use, it's the style that your readers
win find easiest to understand

It has one big drawback If you write in plain English, your
meaning comes through clearly. Therefore, you need a clear
meaning to convey.
,
,

If you want more itroomation on plain English, including
examples and advice on how to write in plain English, read
Robert Eagleson's Writing in plain English (Canberra, ACPS,
1990).
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Activity 4.1

You Inny need some practice in plain English.
Rewrite the following passages in plain English. Do
whatever is needed to makethem informal, verb-based, and

personal, using faintliar words and sentences that are not
over-complex.
A The corners of the boundary were deterIruned by me to

be consistent with where the plan indicated they would
be.

B The reason most students need to write as dearly as

possible is because their statements provide important
and erudalevidence of theirunderstanding of the

subject to their teacher.
C It is incumbent on the councils to be cogi^sant of the fact

that provision of recreational equipment which involves
physicalstnxctLires of mechanical devices generates a set
ofdrcurnstances which may wintate againstthe weU-

being of juveniles who Troy use the facilities without
supervision from adults who have authority to
adrniriister discipline or control.
D We cannot make any statement concerning the

completion of these experiments in view of the factthat
the process is of a lengthy and complex nature and it is
dependent at the presenttime upon an additional
supply of chemicals being made available to us.

They are, I must confess, pretty horrible examples.
Recognising the faults may not have been too hard. But did
you manage to translate them into plain English?
,
,

The next one's the realthing.
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Activity 4.2
It's crunch time. It's now time to compose your draft. You
should be ready.
. You havewritten yourspecifications.
. You have identified your problem and solved it,
. You have assembled an your inforn^tion, selected what

you need for your report, and organised it.
. You have learnt how to compose your draft-how to put
that information down in language
. You have learnt what style to use-plain English.

Now you have to putit autogether. Set aside enough time
for you to compose your draft without interruption, ifthat's

possible. Read through your infonnation quickly, decide
which section you're going to start on, and start writing. It
Inny come a little slowly at first, then you should find you
will wite quickly and fluently. Ifthat doesn't happen, start
on anothersection. Ifnothing happens, you need to go back
and do more work on your information.
So, go for it! Compose your draft.
Quite an experience isn't it. I hope you found that a
satisfying experience- realising that you can write down a
report quickly and easily

Editing the draft
Introduction

After you have completed your dratE, you need to check it
carefully to ensure that it achieves your intended purpose

for your specified reader. This process is called editing. It
is not a simple process; it takes time, and it is tedious. But
it must be done. It entails three main checks.

You must check the meaning. Any passage that contairLs

incorrectinfonnation, faulty logic, innccurate relationships,
you have to revise. You cannot correctthese faults and
weaknesses by changing the langLiage. Then you need to
check the language and style to ensure that you have
conveyed your meaning acerirately to the reader. Finally,
you have to check that the layout and format are consistent.
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At this point you are editing-making sure that yotirreport
win work Checking for accuracy mspelimig, form of words,

typqgraphical errors, layout and so on, is caned proof-

reading. You do this on the final version of the piece of
writing after you've done the editing, and before you bind
the report and hand it to your reader.
Testing

When you edit your draft, you must read it asthough you
had never seen the report before and apply to it the

meaning you thinkitconveys. That is, you must become

your reader. You then check the meaning you applied as
reader againstthe meaning you intended to convey as

writer. Ifthese two meanings are the same, your drt!ft has

achieved its purpose; ifthey are different, you need to

change the part with the fault. in most cases, it is only small
parts here and there that will need changing, notthe whole
report.

You must challenge yourself on every statement you make
to ensure that the meaning you convey-the meaning the
reader will apply-is exactly and only the meaning you

intend to convey. If at any point you are not sure ifthat has

happened, the question you must ask yourselfis, What am I
trying to say? The answer winentaila change in your
meaning. Therefore, this step is a thinking process, not a
langLiage process. Re-think that bit until you are sure that
your meaning is exactly what you wantto convey, what you
want your reader to receive in order to achieve your desired
response.
Some advice

Put your draft on one side for as long as possible-a
week if you can, at least overnight-before you editit, to
help you put yourselfin the posttidn of the reader. You
should by then have forgotten what you intended to
write and see only what you have written-just as your
reader will.

2 Read your draft very criticalIy with great concentration.
3 Be ruthless with your text, and be dissatisfied with
anything that is not right. Near enough win notconvey
a clear meaning.
4

Be prepared to spend much time and effort on your
editing, and to put any changes you make through the
same rigorous checking as your draft.

5 Do nottry to edit your draft in one session (unless it is
quite short, say less than a hundred words), or with one
reading.
r,

6 Ifyou are using a word-processor, edit on hard copy,
not on the screen. By the way, style checkers are of
lintted value except to draw your attention to certain

features of style, especially to the number of passive
verbs you may have used. They count certain aspects of
style. That may provide a useful guide, but in most
cases they give quite faulty indications of grammar. in
any case, they will norinnUy represent American usage
rather than Australian.

7 Be prepared to add extra pages, to cut and paste, to
junke what Inny look to be a thorough mess of your
draft. Drafts are not meant to be neat and tidy.
However, tryou have prepared your information
adequately and organised it accurately, your draft
should notrequire too much changing around.
8 Do not prepare a second draft. By an means re-write or
re-type any partthat has needed so many changes that
it is difficult for you to follow.
9 Get someone else to edit your work if at allpossible.
We have a tendency to overlook some of the
weaknesses of our writing because we know what we
wanted to say and often do notrecognise that we have
not said it, or said it clearly.

If you have prepared your information thoroughly and
organised it into an effective outtine, your draft should not
need much changing. It is easier and quicker to make
changes to your thinking than to your transcription. So be
prepared to spend much time on getting your intorination
right, especially if you want to get writing done against a
tight deadline.
The levels of edit

Here are some questions you can ask of your draft as you
edit it.

".

Information and organisation
. Have IClearly worked out and stated the problem?
. Have ISOlved my problem? Have IProvided a theme to
provide a point of relevance for my information?
. Is anthe information immediately relevant to my
theme?

. Have Iruthlessly discarded everything that is not
immediately relevant?
. Are an the facts acerirately reported?
. Have Iincluded arithe relevant facts?
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. Have Ianowed bias and prejudice to affect my selection
of the facts?

. Are my opinionssupported by the facts?
. HavelaUowed my emotions to colourmy opinions?

. Do my opinions reflect bias orprejudice?
. Is every argument validly constructed?
. Is the information organised so that it clearly and
effectiveIy conveys my message to my reader?
Language and style

. Does the language Ihaveuse accurately state the
meaning I want to convey?

. Will my reader understand everything 11^ve written?
. Have jused plain English throughoutthe report?
personal
informal

verbbased

using'fainthar words
avoiding over-complex sentences

. Is my style consistentthroughoutthe report?
Format and layout

. Have Ifonowed the design ISPecified?
. Does that format coltorm to acceptable standards?

. '. Have Iformatted my work consistently?
. If there is a style gLiide that I have to follow, does my
report conform to that style?
A final check on communication
,

. Does thereportwork?

e

. Does it hang together as an effective piece of writing?
. Will it efficiently get my recommendations accepted?

Activity 4.3

You Troy need some practice mediting. Here is a paragraph
from a report written by a student, reproduced exactly as he
wrote it. It needs editing. I want you to do two things:

. Go through the paragraph carefuUy and note any parts
of it that need editing. Ivlark them with a ring, or
underline them-whatever you like.
. Then makeyourcorrections.
You don't have to labelthe error or deficiency. But you
should have some idea of why it's wrong. It may be

sufficient for you to say, "That's not clear", or, 'The writer
hasn't said whatthey wanted to say", or, 'That word is
used incorrectly".
Remember this is an editing exercise. You are trying to

make sure that the passage says whatthe writer wanted to
say, and says it in such a way that the reader cannot
IT'Sunderstand the message. You are not proofreading, but

you mmy pick up any mechanical errors (spelhng,
punctuation, and so on) as you go.
tI need to make two points clear before you start. First, the
cottage has not been rebuilt or replaced. Second, the cottage

in its original form did not have a verandah. You'U see the
relevance of these points as you work through the
paragraph. l
Blundell's cottage, also known as Oldfields cottage or Ginn's
cottage, the original cottage was a four-room shucttire, with a
shingled gable roof. The walls were roughly shaped local
stone bedded in a shell based lime mortar and the outer walls
were limewashed and on the inside were rendered. The

parlour and the No. I bedroom had timber floors and the
bedroom had a Iath and plaster ceiling. The internal finish
and decoration matched the elaborate exteriors, the battens,

rafters and shingles were exposed in the parlour and kitchen.
In about 1888 radical changes were made; the two back
Toorns were added, as was the large outside bread oven, and
the entire cottage was roofed with galvanised corrugated
iron, also the front verandah which is a much lower pitch is

rubble-paved. Also included on the historical site is an
outbuilding of vertical split-log walls with an earthen floor,
which is endrded by trees

Not easy was it. Remember that you are likely to give your
readers the same problems unless you edit your work
scrupulously.
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Time now to apply an those principles and putthat practice
to good use.

Activity 4.4

Edit your draft.

Put your draft on one side and leave it for some days, a

week if possible. Allocate several blocks of time so that you
can edit your draft without interruption, ifthat's possible.
Don't try to do it all at once. Perhaps edit ^!st one section at
a time. FinaUy read through the whole report and do your
finel edit to see ifit works.

If you found that task difficult, tedious, time-consuming,
you gotitright. But did you make a good job of your
editing? Did you give your reportits best chance?

Now you have your draftcompleted and edited. What do
you do next? We will look at the finalsteps of this whole
process of producing a written reportin Section 5.

~

,
,.

FA

Assignment Tasks

You have already performed these tasks as you
worked through the Activities tilthis section. Now it
is time to check that you performed them
competently. If you have not composed your draft,
do it now. Ifyou composed your draft but not edited
it, do it now.

I Compose your draft. Preferably setthis up on a
word-processor; but a typewriter windo, or even
handwriting.
You havealreadydecided

. what information you are going to include in
your report

. in what order tliis is going to occur (and you
have fitted it into the specified report structure)
You already know (and you can check by referring to
your specifications)
. your reader
.

your purpose

. your context

You need to keep these firmly in mind as you
compose your draft.
You no longer need to consider yoursubject. You
now have the solution to yotir, problem.
You no longer need to consider yourscope. You
have done your research and selected what
information you want to use.
,

You know some techniques that 51nllenable you to
wite your draft quickly and fluently. So get to it.
2 Edityourdraft thoroughly.
Ensure that you have written your draft in plain
English, and that it says what you want it to say.
Check the

. information andorganisation
. languageandstyle
. formatandlayout
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Summary

in tliis section, we looked at the task of writing down your
information. We saw that it entailed composing the draft
and then editing it.

You cannot compose your draft successfully unless you
have thoroughly prepared your inforn^tion. If you have
done that, then composing is a fairly straightforward

process that you should be able to carry out quickly.
As you compose your draft, you must be considering
carefully the relationship you set up with your reader^
relationship that gets shown by the style you use. The style
Iwant you to use is called plain English. It is marked by
five characteristics:

. it ismformal
. it usesfan^liarwords

. it uses sentences that are not complex
. it usesverb-based constructions

. it is personal

Finally we looked at the very demanding task of editing,
where you test your draft to see ifitis likely to achieve your
purpose, and make any changes that are necessary so that it
does.

Now that you have completed tliis section, do the following
Cheekyourprogress exercises to satisfy yourselfthat you
understand what communication is and whatspecifications

are needed for a report (or any other written document).

,
,.

,.^

^

. .

,,
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Check your progress
Now you can puttogether arithat you have studied so far
and find out what you have learnt.
These exercises will help you to review the intorination

presented in tilts section. They win also give you an
opportunity to test your skills-to find your strengths and
weaknesses as a report-writer.

You will find answers to these exercises in the Suggested
responses section at the end of the Inariual.
Exercise I

What do you mean by intorinalwriting?
................................................................................................ .

......................................................................................

.

How long should a sentence be?
..........................................................................................

........................................................................................

What words should you IISe mourreport-in an your
writing?
...............................................................................................

..

............................................................................................................

Whatis style?
...........................................................................................................

,
...........................................................................................................

Whatis verb-based witing?
...........................................................................................................

.................................................................................................
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